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The Sea Captain and Expert in Keeping
Food Fresh Enough
We were recently intrigued
by the subject of coldchain and the global food
crisis. An expert speaker
at the House of Lords on
this
topic,
Captain
Pawanexh Kohli, is the
Chief Advisor and CEO of
India’s National Centre
for
Cold-chain
Development (or NCCD).
Read about how he
correlates and perceives
the future of our food life
lines. Some interesting
facts stand out, as well
why the cold-chain, a specialised logistics system,
may be quite essential for
our future food security at
the global level.
At first, Pawanexh
illustrates the concept of
cold chain.
“Let me share an
example from ancient
India lore, of rishis and
rishikas; there were men
and women known to
meditate or do penance
for extended durations.
On realising the frailty of
the human body, that it
could not survive without
food or water for longer

than a week or so, they
solved that bother by
climbing
atop
the
Himalayas,
stripping
themselves of clothing
before entering into the
meditative
stage.
Exposure to the chilling
cold would reduce their
biological demands, their

circulation and respiration, allowing them to
remain longer at whatever
they were contemplating.
They effectively bought
time, for multiple weeks
the body literally living
only on fresh air, far longer
than normally possible.
This is exactly why we use

Miscarriages and the emotional turmoil

Silence can be loud

Reshma Trilochun

Expecting a baby is probably the most beautiful feeling in the world, for both
the mother and father.
They both start to dream
about a joyous future for
their baby and start planning for the arrival, but
unfortunately, many suffer from miscarriages
which leads to an empty
feeling within them that
cannot be filled and cannot be explained to others.
The
founder
of
Mark
Facebook,
Zuckerberg's post on the
social media site regarding his wife's pregnancy
and previous three miscarriages has opened the
door for many people to
come forward and share
their own experiences and
griefs as well. Many
women, and men alike,
have been suffering silently for a while as the topic
of miscarriages may still
be taboo in society. There
are people who blame the
mothers for miscarriages,
making them feel guilty of
something which was not
in their control.
Louisa Pritchard also
spoke about her experience and the immense
emotional pain she felt in
The Daily Telegraph. She
was waiting to reveal her
pregnancy to her family
and friends after the 12week scan, but suffered a
miscarriage at 9 weeks,
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Zuckerberg and wife,
Priscilla Chan
making her feel “devastated”, shattered and “alone”.
She recalls, “I felt the first
waves of cramps grip me. I
rushed to the office loos in
Grazia magazine, where I
worked, and miscarried,
alone, crying in stunned
disbelief. I hadn't told
anyone that I was expecting, save for my husband...
and my parents, meaning
it was impossible to turn
to my colleagues and say
'by the way, I was pregnant ten minutes ago, but
now I've had a miscarriage'. So I returned to my
seat and sat there for the
remainder of the day...
devastated that all the
dreams we shared for our
little family had already
ended.”
In today's day and age,
people may feel comfortable speaking openly
about issues such as
divorce, or even death in
the open, and receive a
great amount of support
around them. However, it
may tend to be hard to

talk about miscarriages in
the open as it may be hard
to convey your loss in
words.
Although it may seem
that not many well-known
figures speak about miscarriage, celebrities such
as Nicole Kidman, Jane
Seymour and Lily Allen
have spoken openly about
their pain of losing their
babies.
There tends to be a
certain reservation and
shame surrounding miscarriage, which makes
women who are suffering
feel even more lonely and
isolated.

Features Director of Grazia
magazine, Louisa
Pritchard, with her sons,
Huxley and Chester
However, with people
such as Mark Zuckerberg
coming out and speaking
openly about the pain of
miscarriages and the isolation felt, it may provide
some kind of inspiration
for others who may have
had similar experiences to
speak up and not suffer in
silence anymore.
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refrigeration today; using
the cold to stretch the
usable life of what otherwise would rapidly perish.
Such use of cool temperatures is also evidenced in
medieval Peru for potatoes, and elsewhere.”
Captain Kohli says
that this principle applies
to meats and foods.
“The cold-chain in
context of our food supply
is mainly about controlling
the life inside and around
food. In case of postmortem food products like
meats and fish, these are
cooled to much below
freezing temperatures so
that the bacteria living on
its surface, which normally would decompose the
inert flesh, are kept in
abeyance. In this case, the
cooler the temperature the
better and if the bacteria
also dies, all the better. On
the other hand, whole produce, like fruits and vegetables, are mainly consumed whilst they remain
fresh and living. When
handling fresh farm produce, the cold-supplychain’s primary job is to
keep the produce alive,
albeit retarding its living
activities. There is a fine
balance between retarding
the ageing process and
killing the living tissue.
Each fruit and vegetable,
has its individual chill
point or temperature sensitivity. Just a degree
below its chill point can
cause damage and demise.
Unlike in the case of

meats, these also continue
to breathe and live, so providing oxygen and evacuating their respiratory
gases is equally important.
It is yet a different ballgame in the case of vaccines where cold-chain
technology is also used.”

Without proper
application of cooling, most modern
society would
crumble.
Captain Kohli says
that cold-chain is the sole
mode with which we can
safely transport fresh produce grown in faraway
regions to consumption
clusters around the world.
As our civilisation developed, we created high density pockets of consumers,
with the producing areas
shifting
to
where
resources are more suitable.
So, we are rapidly
headed towards a scenario
where food will be grown
where it is most sustainable to do so, the demand
concentrated in faraway
urban centres, and where
the time between the two
exceeding the natural life
cycle of the perishable
produce. Cold-chain alone
bridges this gap, by buying
time to safely reach the
consumers, in quality and
quantity. Without proper
application of cooling,
most modern society
would crumble, not just
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failing the food and medical supply lines, but also
disrupting the data management and human comfort systems.
The expert advisory
work that Pawanexh does
on dry land included
advising agribusiness projects of international multilateral bodies. But before
that, Pawanexh was a
Ship Master and also
worked with street hawkers in India. His broad
spectrum of experiences
includes having been a
Lead Commander in maritime search & rescue in
the South China Sea. In
an earlier avatar, as chief
officer on ships, he operated the world’s largest Car
Carrier which brought
across the first ever import
of Mini-Rovers to Japan
from UK.
A
lateral
thinker,
Pawanexh is a philanthropic and supports the
Kaushalya and Advit charity Foundations, and other
environment conscious
efforts.
He says it stems from a
“healthy respect for mother nature, which gets
inbred when you sail the
seas”. Captain Kohli was
awarded
‘Cold-chain
Personality of the Year’ in
2012, ‘Exemplary Though
Leadership’ in 2013, lauded as one of the ‘25 Most
Talented Rural Market
Professionals of India’ and
with the ‘Agribusiness
Leadership Award’, both
in 2014.

